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Welcome to the Future: 

Synthetic Meat. On April 1st, fast 

food giant Burger King announced that 

they would be serving a 100% meat-free 

version of their famous “Whopper”-and 

it was not an April Fool’s joke. The 

Impossible Whopper centers on a 

preexisting meat substitute product, the 

Impossible Burger, which replicates 

meat’s unique taste through heme, a “blood-like” protein extracted from soybean roots. Burger King is currently trialing 

the Impossible Whopper in 59 outlets around St. Louis, Missouri, and should soon make it available across the US.  

Interestingly, nearly all early consumers, even those ideologically opposed to plant-based burgers, concur that the 

Impossible Whopper is nearly indistinguishable from meat. Missouri Farm Bureau beef lobbyist Eric Bohl wrote that “If I 

didn’t know what I was eating, I would have no idea it was not beef…This is an intense challenge to our industry.” It is 

indeed-and that’s spectacular news.  

The beef industry, and the meat industry as a whole, is an extraordinarily wasteful and environmentally damaging one, 

using vast quantities of land and water and emitting a considerable amount of greenhouse gases. A study recently 

published in Science found that more than 80% of farmland is devoted to livestock, but livestock produce only 18% of 

global food calories and 37% of protein, as well as producing 60% of agriculture’s greenhouse gas emissions. According 

to Impossible Foods’ analyses, the creation of an Impossible Burger uses 96% less land, 87% less water, and emits 89% 

fewer emissions than the creation of a beef-based burger. Burger King’s boost to normalizing meat substitutes could be 

the beginning of a much-needed movement towards a better way of feeding humanity. 

Furthermore, the Impossible Burger is just the beginning of the transition to sustainable meat substitutes. Startups like 

Good Catch and Memphis Meats are developing a plant-based tuna substitute and lab-grown meat cultivated from 

actual cow cells, respectively, and investors ranging from Bill Gates to meat titan Tyson Foods are investing in meat 

substitutes. This is an inexorable confluence of technological and societal progress and is one of the most positive trends 

this writer has observed for the future of the Anthropocene. Excellent news! 

For more on the Impossible Whopper, check out tinyurl.com/y6j5aw8y and tinyurl.com/yxsscfm8. For more on the 

Science study, see tinyurl.com/yc2rouaq.  

tinyurl.com/y6j5aw8y
tinyurl.com/yxsscfm8
tinyurl.com/yc2rouaq
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 Welcome to the Future: Nanobotany. In a marvelous new innovation, 

researchers at the University of Melbourne have created plants enhanced with metal-

organic framework (MOF) nanoparticles that give them incredible abilities-essentially, 

cyborg “super plants.” The researchers had the plants uptake MOF precursors from 

water through their vascular systems and watched as MOF crystals grew within the 

plants’ tissues. The resulting MOFs, when applied to lilyturf clippings, protected them 

from cell-degrading UV light (pictured: protected plant green on top, unprotected 

plant on the bottom). "As we contemplate growing crops in space or on Mars where 

you don't have an atmosphere and are bombarded by UV rays, something like this 

could be helpful," said lead researcher Dr. Joseph Richardson. Awesome work! For more, see tinyurl.com/y6ocbhte.  

 

Welcome to the Future: Astroecology. In a fascinating new 

development, a team of conservation researchers have successfully used 

extremely sensitive thermal imaging cameras, of the type commonly 

used in astronomy, to detect critically endangered Bornean orangutans (, 

pictured) in the Bornean rainforest. The “astroecology” researchers 

mounted the cameras on drones and flew them over the forest at night, 

when they could discern the body heat signatures the orangutans (as 

well as other local species such as proboscis monkeys and pygmy 

elephants). “We tested the technology on orangutans in the dense tropical rainforest of Sabah in Malaysia. In thermal 

images, animals shine in a similar way to stars and galaxies, so we used techniques from astronomy to detect and 

distinguish them. We were not sure at all whether this would work, but with the thermal-infrared camera we could see 

the orangutans quite clearly because of their body heat, even during fog or at night,” explained astroecologist Dr. Claire 

Burke of Liverpool John Moores University. Next, the researchers plan to develop a machine-learning algorithm to 

recognize and classify different species’ heat signatures, and test their new astroecological surveying techniques on the 

Lac Alaotra bamboo lemurs of Madagascar. This is an amazing new field with the potential to greatly advance 

conservationists’ ability to quantify the population and distribution of threatened species! For more, see 

tinyurl.com/yxht54l5. To contribute to related research, check out the Orangutan Nest Watch project at 

https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/sol-dot-milne/orangutan-nest-watch/.  

tinyurl.com/y6ocbhte
tinyurl.com/yxht54l5
https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/sol-dot-milne/orangutan-nest-watch/
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 Welcome to the Future: 

Hachimoji Genetics. In an 

incredible bioengineering feat, a 

research team from an array of 

synthetic biology labs have created 

eight-character (in Japanese, 

hachimoji) DNA and RNA, doubling 

the very “alphabet of life.” Regular DNA, the kind in the nuclei of your cells and those of salamanders, sunflowers, and 

salmonella, has four nucleotide “letters,” dubbed A, C, G, and T (for adenine, cytosine, guanine, and thymine). Those 

letters associate in strings of three, called codons. 64 possible codons can be formed from the arrangement of the four 

letters, and they which “code” for 20 different essential amino acids (there are many “synonym” codons for the same 

amino acid, as well as “stop” and “start” codons). These amino acids in turn can be combined in different ways to form 

the thousands of proteins necessary for a functioning cell-and thus, all of life. What the “hachimoji” researchers have 

done is successfully added four new artificial nucleotides, dubbed “P, Z, S, and B” to the structure of DNA. This creates a 

DNA molecule unlike anything ever naturally evolved on Earth, with the potential to create 4,056 different codons! 

Possibly even more amazingly, the researchers also created hachimoji RNA, also with added P, Z, S, and B. (Regular RNA, 

the “messenger” molecule between DNA and the protein-assembling cell organelles called ribosomes, is composed of A, 

C, G, and U, for uracil). This means that they have a fully assembled hachimoji version of life’s “Central Dogma,” the 

passage of information from DNA to RNA to proteins, and thus could potentially replicate a multitude of biological 

processes and direct them to do entirely new things, beyond the capacity of 4-letter DNA. 

The implications of the potential to create life-forms running off of “hachimoji” genetics are staggering. Synthetic 

biology “expanded genome alphabets,” such as hachimoji (there are also other teams working on rival alphabets), could 

revolutionize the life sciences, manufacturing, and information storage. The possibility here is nothing less than to create 

“parallel biospheres” that would not be able to genetically interact with the rest of life on Earth. Fermentation bacteria 

and antibody-producing cell lines that could never be infected by viruses, synthetic proteins designed to recognize only 

cancer cells, microbes that manufacture valuable chemicals such as organosilicons (and, interestingly, some petroleum 

derivatives) that are never produced by natural life…the applications are endless, and many are already in development. 

Impossible Foods (see above) already relies on engineered bacteria to provide its heme protein. Hachimoji and its ilk 

could lead to thousands more such transformative innovations. Synthetic biology could revolutionize civilization on the 

same scale as plastics or computers. This is an absolutely extraordinary new field! For more, see tinyurl.com/y53xdbmr.  

tinyurl.com/y53xdbmr

